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Abstract 
The Fourier analytic approach due to SM. Berman is considered for a certain class (If 
a-stable moving average processes, 1 < 2 < 2. It is proved that the local times of such processes 
satisfy a uniform Hiilder condition of order 1 Q 1 1 _ ’ *I logi Q I I “I f or small intervals Q. A dc- 
composition of a stable moving average process into a part with jointly continuous local time 
and a part with smooth sample paths is given and the direct method of evaluation of Herman‘s 
integral is compared to the LND method. 
Ke~w~~rc/s~ Local time; Stable processes; Moving average: Hiilder continuity; Local nondeter- 
minism 
1. Introduction 
Let X = (X(t), t E R) be a real valued stochastic process defined on a probability 
space (52. F;, P). The occupation measure of the process X(t) on an interval Q in R! is 
defined by v(Q, B) = 3.({t~ Q, X(~)E B)). where B c R’ is a Bore1 set and j, is the 
Lebesgue measure. \l(Q;) is a random measure and v(Q, B) measures the amount of 
time spent by the process X in B during the time period Q. The process X is said to 
have local time on Q if, with probability one. \,(Q.-) is absolutely continuous with 
respect to the Lebesgue measure. In this case, the density Y(Q, .u) = d\j(Q, u)/d\- ‘s 
called the local time of X on Q and is uniquely defined for a.e. .Y, the exceptional set 
depends on Q, If X has a local time on the interval [O. 11. then x(Q. s) exists for any 
Q c [0, 1] and in this case x(t, s) = 2( [0, t]. .Y), 0 < f < 1, defines a real valued 
function of two variables (t, .u). If X has a local time on [0, 11, then a version of x(t. JC) 
may be chosen which defines a kernel r(.;) on .H( [0, 11) x R, i.e. a(A:) is Bon:1 
measurable for each A E .3( [0, l]), and sc(.,r) is a finite measure on ./A( [0, I]) for each 
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x E [w (Geman and Horowitz, 1980, p. 10). Such a version is called regular. If the 
mapping (t, x) -+ a(t, x) is jointly continuous, then the process X is said to have 
a jointly continuous local time (JCLT) on [0, 11, and such a version is indeed regular 
(Berman, 1970, Lemma 1.3). 
The existence of a JCLT reveals informations on the fluctuations of the sample 
paths of the process itself (Berman, 1970, 1972; Geman and Horowitz, 1980, Section 
13). There are different approaches for proving the existence of a JCLT; one of them is 
by stochastic calculus and martingale theory, another is by means of Kolmogorov 
criteria on the continuity of sample paths and Fourier analysis techniques which were 
developed by S.M. Berman and which are known as the Berman’s approach. In this 
article we apply the Berman’s approach to certain real valued stable moving average 
processes. According to Berman (1970, 1972), a real valued process (X(f), t E iw) has 
a JCLT on a finite interval Q if the following integral: 
(1.1) 
is finite for some m E N and rl > 0 with 2my > 1. Another advantage of dealing with 
Z(Q, 2m, q) is the fact that the inequalities of the form 
1(Q, 2m, y) < C(m, q)iL(Q)B(“‘~q’, Q c R, (1.2) 
where C(m, q) and ,5’(nl, ry) are constants depending on m, y and PL(Q) is the Lebesgue 
measure of Q, lead to uniform global and local Holder-type properties of the sample 
paths of local time (Berman, 1972; Geman and Horowitz, 1980; Ehm, 1981). Berman’s 
approach is very well suited to Gaussian and stable processes. 
Showing the finiteness of Z(Q, 2m, ye) and deriving inequalities such as (1.2) for 
different kinds of processes were the motivations for several authors to pursue and to 
look for extensions of Berman’s method. Efforts were made on showing that 
I(Q, 2m, y) < ccj or (1.2) holds for ecery interval Q, and inevitably restrictive condi- 
tions were put on the process itself. Our main aim in this article is to consider classes 
of processes for which inequalities such as (1.2) can be proved for intervals Q with 
length at most b (for some fixed 6 > 0), whereas this may not be achieved directly for 
all intervals. This somewhat relaxes the restrictive conditions on the processes and, 
moreover, when dealing with global and local Holder conditions, the restriction to 
intervals with length < 6 is natural since (1.2) is used only when i(Q) tends to zero. 
The class of stable moving average processes is such a class and in this article we 
consider it explicitly. 
The paper is organized as follows, 
In the next section we first prove that if a process has a JCLT on any interval Q 
of length at most 8 then it has a JCLT on any finite interval. Next we write a 
stable moving average (MA) process X as Xi + XZ where, say, X1 has a JCLT, 
and prove that X has a JCLT even if X2 has smooth sample paths. This is of interest 
in perturbation theory (Geman and Horowitz, 1980, p. 18). Sufficient conditions 
for moving averages to have smooth sample paths can be found in Rosinski 
(1986). 
In Section 3 we prove inequalities such as (1.2) for a class of stable MA processes 
driven by a stable noise of order x E ] 1,2] for every interval whose length does not 
exceed a certain constant. We attack the integral (1.1) directly as Ehm (198 1) did for 
stable noise. To our knowledge this is the first time that one directly proves the 
finiteness of the integral (1.1) for a class of processes which may not have independent 
increments (Theorem 3.3). This leads to upper bounds for the moments of JCLT and 
to uniform global resp. local Hijlder conditions of order j,(Q)‘~ 1 ’ 1 log/.(Q)l’ ’ 
resp. ;.(Q)‘~~“‘(log/logi(Q)I)“” for this class of MA processes. including the stable 
Ornstein-Llhlenbeck process (Theorem 3.6, resp. 3.7). An extension is gi\,en to pro- 
cesses given by a decomposition of the type considered in the previous section 
(Theorem 3.8). 
In Section 4 we show that the MA processes studied in Section 3 form a class for 
which both, the direct method of Ehm and the LND method of Berman (1973) ii 
applicable. This gives the opportunity to compare the global and local Hiildet 
conditions obtained by each method. 
Before closing this section let us introduce the stable MA processes we have in 
mind. We refer to Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994, p. 138) for definitions and basic 
properties of symmetric z-stable processes. We consider processes (X(l). r t R) 
given by 
,* f
X(f) = .! f(t - .s)dZ(s), _I (1.3) 
where,f’is a real valued function on R withJ‘(x) = 0 for z < 0 and j6 i,f‘(s)i”d\- < % 
and where Z is a (independently scattered) symmetric stable noise of index 2:. 
I < :! < 2. Such a process will be called a SaS (symmetric x-stable) MA (moving 
average) process. Let us recall that, in the Gaussian case, i.e. for :! = 2, a stationary 
process is harmonizable and, under additional assumptions on its spectral measure. it 
has moving average representation (1.3). For 1 < x < 2 there are no moving average 
harmonizable processes (Cambanis and Soltani, 1984: Makagon and Mandrekar. 
1990). For the existence of a JCLT for Gaussian harmonizable processes see Berman 
( 1972). and for stable harmonizable processes see Nolan (1989). 
2. Preliminaries on the existence of JCLT 
Let X = (X(t), t E R) be a real valued stochastic process. The following lemma 
demonstrates that. for any given ii > 0, the existence of a JCLT of X on any interval 01 
length at most (S implies the existence of JCLT of X on any finite interval. 
Proof. We may consider the interval [O. 11. Let (i”. . iv) be a partition of CO. 11 for 
which i0 = 0. ;j - i’-’ = 6, j = 1. ., _ ,V - 1. and iy ~ i.‘-’ < 6 with i,’ = 1. Clearly. 
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v( [0, 11, B) = cj”= 1 v(Zj, B), where I’ = [ij- ‘, ‘j 1 ) and B is a Bore1 set. Since i(Ij) 6 6, 
we have v(Zj, B) = Se a(Zj, x)dx for every w outside a set of probability zero A’. This 
implies v([O, 11, B) = ia I;= 1 x(Zj, x)dx for o$Uy= 1 Aj and all B E &j’(R). Thus 
v( [0, l],.)<<i with z( [0, 11, x) = xj”= 1 cc(Zj, x). N ow let z(t, x) = @(CO, t], x), 0 d t d 1. 
It is easily shown that cx(t, x) is jointly continuous in (t, x). It is in fact regular by 
Lemma 1.3 of Berman (1970). 0 
The following lemmas are for the SC& MA processes. By decomposing a SctS 
MA process (X(t), t E R) into a sum of two S%S MA processes, X,(t) + X,(t), 
Lemma 2.3 shows that the process has a JCLT if one component has a JCLT (see 
also Nolan, 1989; Soltani, 1992). Let us consider a SaS MA process given by (1.3) 
for which f =fi +fi, where supp f~ [0, w), supp fi c [0, a] and supp fi c 
[a + E, a) for some a E R, and E > 0. Then X(t) given by (1.3) has the following 
decomposition: 
X(t) = Xl(f) + XI!@), 
’ X,(t) = fi(t - 4dZ(s), 
f-0 
(2.1) 
t-(0+&) 
X,(t) = fi@ - s) dZ(4 _ oc 
Lemma 2.2. The random variables X,(t) and X,(s) in (2.1) are independent as long as 
It-s[<FA 
Proof. It - SI < E implies that I(t - u) -(s - a)1 < E, and this implies that t - a E 
(s - (a + ET), s - a + E), giving ( - cc, s - (u + c)]n[t - a, t] = 8. Therefore, 
I,- r..s-(a+C),(S')fZ(S - s')Z,t-.,&')f1(t - s’) = 0, (2.2) 
and the result follows by Theorem 5.1 in Schilder (1970). 0 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose (X,(t), t E R) and (X,(t), t E R) are given by (2.1). Then, for any 
interval Q in R of length less than E, we have 
zx(Q, 2m, YI) d zxp(Q, 2m, v) (P = 1,2), (2.3) 
where Zx(Q, 2m, v]) and Zx,(Q, 2m, v) (p = 1, 2) is given by (1.1). 
Proof. Note that 
z $x(tj) = F #Xi@) + y $X,(tj) for t’, . . . , tzm in Q. 
j=l j=l j=l 
But j,(Q) < t:, which implies that 1 ti - tJ’I < I: for ,j. j’ = 1. . ,2m. Therefore, by 
Lemma 2.2, each X1 (tj) is independent of Xz(t’), ,j, j’ = 1, ,21n. The independencr: 
ofIf:, ;‘.‘X,(tj) and CT;1 , -ljX,(tj) follows from Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994, p. 
58. proof of Theorem 2.1.2). Therefore. 
for p = 1 or 2. which implies (2.3). [7 
Remark. Suppose that Ix,(Q, 2m, 11) (or I,)(Q, 2m, q)) is finite for every Q with 
x(Q) < z: for some 2nzq > 0. Then, by L,emma 2.1, the process X,(t) (or X,(t)) has 
a JCLT on any finite interval, and it follows from (2.3) that the process X(t) has 
a JCLT on any finite interval. At the same time we may choosef, (or,f’) to be smooth 
enough to guarantee smooth sample paths for X,(t) (see Rosinski, 1986, Corollary 
6.4). Other applications of Lemma 2.3 are given in the following sections. 
3. Local time for moving average processes 
Let us consider a SctS MA process with 1 < 3: < 2 and with delay r 3 0, namely 
.1 
r--I 
X’(t) = .f’(t - s)dZ(s), 13.1) 
-I 
where ,f E L”(d.u) and J‘= 0 on ( - Y_J, z) and Z is a stable noise with index r governed 
by Lebesgue measure. We will adopt the technique of Ehm (1981) in this section in 
order to investigate the existence of a JCLT for (X’(t). t E R). Let us start with the 
following Lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let (X‘(t), t E R) be the SstS process qiver~ by (3.1). and let Q = [u, r?] ht~ L~H 
interwl in R. Then I(Q, 2m, ‘1) given hi, (1 .l ), X replaced hi, X’, is hounded hi, 
(2,n)!J(Q, 2 171, q). where 
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Proof. Note that for (sl, . . . , szm) E [0, v - u]‘~, 
i F yjX’(u + d) 
j=l 
)]I =~E~s~p(i,~,i’(‘:i-~~(~+~‘-t)dZ(~))]~ 
= ~E[exp(i,~l::ijy-(u + .+ - t)dZ(t)j]l 
IE[exp(iJzl , j;;;-‘,fb +d - t)dZ(t))]i 
(3.2) 
Now let Z*(Q, 2m, y) be the integral I(Q, 2m, y) with Q*” replaced by C2,,,. Then 
I(Q, 2m, q) = (2m)!I*(Q, 24 q) and (3.2) is valid with (rr, . ,r”“) in Czm instead of 
(sl, . . . ,s*“‘) in [0, v - u]~~. But 
2m 
= 1 yjf(u + rj - t) 
j=I+l 
Since 9, . . , r2m are ordered and Z(t) has independent increments, the random variables 
under the summation sign are independent for 1 = 0, . ,2m - 1. Therefore, 
giving the desired result. 0 
Let 6 > 0 and let 
for some 1, > 0 and any g E L”(dx),\. (3.3) 
I( Q. h. 17) < B,,l(e’7’1 “1 - 1)‘“” (33) 
Remark. If ,f is of the same type as in %r,,j but with i < 0. then a similar upper bound as 
in (3.5) holds. More precisely, in this case. 
I(Q. %I, 17) 
Proofof Lemma 3.2. Fort E [u + I.‘-‘. II + r’] wt: have II + 1.’ - (t - t) t [T + (1.’ - 1.‘). 
r + (,.’ _ r/p 1 )] for any j and any 1 >,j. But [r + (I’ - 1.‘). T + (J.’ - r’ ‘)] cm 
[T, T + 1: - u] for / 3 j. Therefore, for I’ ~- u < ci. 
,f(u + l.’ ~ (t - 7)) = 
1 if ,f’~ %r,n and i = 0. 
exp( - i(rc i- + - (t - 5))) if ,f E %r.h and i 1 0. 
(3.6) 
whenever t E [u + rj-’ ‘> u + r’], j t ( 1. _.. ,2/n;, I >,j. If i = 0. (3.6) implies 
By doing the same calculus as in Lemma 1.2 of Ehm (1981) one obtains (3.4). Let no\\ 
j, > 0. Then. by (3.6). 
+ + - (t - ?-I) ’ cdt 
(3.7) 
?", 1 
=(' c Y' exp( - 9) (exp(kr-j) ~ exp(i,W r))exp( - izz)/(ir). 
r=j 
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By the transformation /Ij = cF_mi $ exp( - Ar’), j = 1, . ,2m, we have 
x c(exp(Anrj) - exp(A&‘) IpjI”)Ifijl@“exp(A(l + q)rj)dflj , (3.8) 
where the summation on the right hand side of (3.8) is over all (ql, . . . , q’“) E {0, 1, 2}2m 
with CiZr qj = 2m. The right hand side of (3.8) is bounded above by 
I 2m 
K2”(h exp(kr))2”‘1 +s)icr 1 jQ (exp(kr’) - exp(;l&‘))-” +@‘l’,“exp(A(l + y~)Tj), 
where K = 2q max,. 10,,,2j iexp( - clyl”)lylq7dy. Let us choose y 3 0 such that 
1 + q < K Then exp(j,(l + r])rj) 6 exp(Rzrj). For 0 < hj < 1, j = 1, . . . ,2m we have 
I 
i;“l { (exp(;lurj) - exp(k& ‘)) “‘exp(krj) drj} 
0 = r(’ < II < < YZ’” < , ~ i, j= 1 
= (I.~)-2m[exp(A~(v - u)) - 11’” ~ x:1”, b’ r 
[( 
1 + 2m - E bj )I P1 F r(l - bj). j= 1 j=l 
Using these observations we obtain (3.5) by Lemma 3.1 for 1 + 2~ < SI and 
v-u6S. 0 
By using Lemmas 3.2 and 2.1 we obtain the following theorem which gives a JCLT 
for X’ on any interval Q. 
Theorem 3.3. Let (X’(t); t E 178) be a SxS MA process given by (3.1), 1 < c( d 2, and let 
f e Vz,a. Then the process X’ has a JCLT on any interval Q = [u, v] in R. Moreover 
(3.4) or (3.5) are satisfied ifv - u < 6. 0 
We proceed to show that the local time of X’ satisfies certain local and global 
Holder conditions. 
Lemma 3.4. Let (X’(t), t E R) be a SC& MA process with 1 < c( < 2, given by (3.1) and let 
Q = [u, v] c R be an interval with 2: - u 6 S. Let n E [0, (x - 1)/2] and let U be either 
zero or X’(u). Furthermore, let H,(n) = (v - u)’ -(l+~* and H2(n) = (exp(k(v - u)) 
_ l)‘-(r +rl)/x. Z-j, en there exist positive constants K 1, RI, K2, K2 (independent of m) 
such that for ,f E %?,. 6 
E[{a(Q, U + x)/N,(O)}~“‘] ,< Kf”(2m)! 
EC((a(Q, U + X) - r(Q, U + Y))/‘(Hi(V)IX - Al”)}‘“] 
<K:“(2m)![r(* +2m(l -+))I-’ 
(3.9) 
holds for i = 1 if ;1 = 0 and for i = 2 if 1, > 0. 
Proof. For the case CJ = 0 (3.9) follows from (3.4) and (3.5) respectively, by the following 
well-known inequalities 
E[x(Q. .x)~“‘] d (2~)-~“1(Q, 2nl, 0) 
E[ (~(a, .u) - %(Q, Y)}~*] d 2(2~)~~“‘Ix - y12”“1(Q, 2~. rl), (3.101 
where 0 d r/ < 1, and .Y, y E R. For CI = X’(u) consider X*(t) = X’(t) - X’(lr). Then 
x*(Q. s) = I(Q. X’(u) + x), where Y* stands for local time of X*. But 
Therefore (3.2) is satisfied with X*(t), giving Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 for X*(t). 
Now (3.9) follows from (3.4), (3.5) and (3.10) with r* instead of x. 0 
The following lemma is the key in obtaining global and local Hiilder-type condi- 
tions for local time. 
Proof. For proving (3.11) let A = Y(Q. 1J + X)/Hi(O) (i = 1. 2) and note that 
for some constant M. Thus it follows from (3.9) that EA’“’ < K2”‘((2m)! M’“‘)“” for all 
111 > 1. For x < 2 we have [E(A2”‘)“‘]‘,” < EA’“’ by Lyapunov’s inequality. Thus 
EA”‘” < \1”(2m)! K”” M”‘. (3.13) 
Let us write now 
(3.14) 
Using (3.13) and Stirlings formula we obtain (3.11). A very similar argument provides 
(3.12). 0 
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The following theorem concerns a global Hiilder-type condition for our SslS MA 
process. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3 in Geman et al. (1984, p. 100) and to 
that of Theorem 2.1 in Ehm (1981), Lemma 3.5 being the important ingredient. We 
remark that our Lemma 3.5 is valid as long as j*(Q) d S. Such a restriction does not 
exist in Lemma 3.14 in Geman, Horowitz and Rosen (1984) or in (2.6) and (2.7) of Ehm 
(1981). There is of course no harm from this restriction since global HBlder-type 
conditions deal with intervals of small length. 
Theorem 3.6. Let (X’(t), t E R) be a SrS MA process with 1 < SI < 2 given by (3.1). 
Suppose f E gT,*. Then the following global Hiilder-type condition is sati?jied on anJ! 
jxed interval T c R. 
(a) Suppose that there exists a random variable v = V(cJj) such that, with probabilit) 
one, I.( {t E T, IX’(t)1 > n) = 0 for all n > V. Then there exist a random variable 
E, = cl(o) and a constant cl such that, with probability one, 
x(Q, x) < c&(Q))‘-“” Ilogi(Q)("" (3.15) 
for all x E R and any interval Q c T with i(Q) < cl. 
(b) Under no assumption on the trujjectories of X’, (3.15) holds uniformly in x on 
a given compact set in R and c1 depends on this prefixed compact set. 
Remark. If f is of the same type as in %T,g, but with ,I < 0, then Theorem (3.6) still 
holds but with (3.15) replaced by 
x(Q, x) d c’, exp( - 3.(cr - l)l(Q))(;L(Q))’ liaI log,?(Q)I’!’ 
The following theorem concerns a local Hiilder-type condition for x(Q, x). 
Theorem 3.7. Let (X’(t), t E R) be u SxS MA process with 1 < x d 2 given by (3.1). 
AssumefE Vz.6. Let u E R! bejixed, and let Q,, = [u, u + 2-“1. Suppose that there exist 
/I E (x- ’ , l), u constant cz and an integer-valued random variable v = V(W) such that, 
with probability one, 
my’(t) - XT(u)1 d cJ(Q,,)~~~~~ (3.16) 
for all n 2 v. Then there exists a random variable e2 = F~(w) depending on IA such that, 
with probability one, 
cc(Q, x) d c&(Q))' ‘/‘(log I logA(Q)l 
for all x E R, and any intercul Q with left boundary point at u and j”(Q) < Ed. 
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2 in Geman et al. (1984) (see also Ehm, 
1981) and is therefore omitted here. 
Before closing this section, let us present the following theorem which provides 
another application for Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3. 
Proof. Let 0 = min (6, I:;. Then. under our assumption. by Lemma 3.2. 
IY,,(Q, 2m, ry) < ‘x for p = 1 or 2 and ;~(Q) < 0’. Now. by applying (2.3) we obtain that 
Z,%(Q, 2~11, rl) < y_ for every Q with j.(Q) < 6’. Thus by Lemma 2.1 the process X has 
a JCLT on any finite interval. The statements in part (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.6 hold 
for the process X since it follows from Lemma 3.2 and (2.3) that the inequalities (3.91’ 
hold for X on intervals Q with j,(Q) < ij’. 
4. A comparison 
For dealing with the integral (1.1) Berman (1973) introduced the notion of local 
nondeterminism (LND). He showed that if a process (X(t), t E R) is LND. then one i>, 
in a better situation for showing that I(Q, 2m, q) < 1~ For SxS MA process given by 
(1.3) Nolan (1989) provides conditions in terms of j’under which the process is LND. 
Soltani (1992) locally employed the notion of LND to relax Nolan’s conditions on tht: 
existence of a JCLT for SxS MA processes. For the definition and results on LND set! 
Berman (1973). Nolan (1989). If the functionfgiven in (1.3) is in the class %r,n. then ii. 
follows easily from the work in Soltani (1992) that 
!(Q. 2n1. 11) d cn, lm(l +‘!I K’“(2,n)!(c ~ U) 2nr’1 ” -“‘“‘[r(l + 2n1(1 - (I + IT)/X))] 1 
(4.1) 
for any Q = [u. P], u - u < 6. Because of the constant &“’ it is evident that the upper 
bound for 1(Q, 2~2.1~) given by (4.1) is different from the one given by (3.4). For 
s( < 2, c,,, = l?P + l, and for r = 2, c,,, = 171, see Nolan (1989). Because of the presence 
of ci,” in (4.1), a lemma similar to Lemma 3.5 is not available by LND approach. This 
is because of the factor ~?‘*(~+i) or FU”’ which appears on the right-hand side of (3.13) 
for r < 2 or r = 2, respectively, and consequently (3.14) does not hold in this case. 
Since Lemma 3.5 is the key for (3.15), it seems that LND approach does not provide 
a sharp upper bound as the one given in (3.15) for x(Q. .Y). It is possible to adapt 
Theorem 2.15 in Geman, Horowitz and Rosen (1984) to this case and use (4. I ) to 
obtain 
%(Q. -\) < D&(Q))‘- 1,‘2~(rl:a+1’2nJ)Ilog;,(Q)I” +V)‘2,,1 (4.2) 
for j_(Q) sufficiently small, where D,,, is a constant depending on 111. 
The following theorem is for SzS MA processes given by (2.1). 
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Theorem 4.1. Let (X(t), t E R) be a SaS MA process given by (2.1). If either 
or 
afe+h a+e+l? 
lim inf 
il 
a+E If;(Wdtl 
s 
IM + h) -f,(N”dt > 0, (4.4) 
h10 
il+E 
I 
is satisjed for some 6 > 0, then the process X is LND on any interval Q with 
n(Q) < 6’ = mini&E}. Moreover iJ; in addition, 
(4.5) 
for p = 1 or 2 (in accordance with (4.3) or (4.4)), where 
Vi _ II- 1 a + /_ + + - I.1 ’ 
Ql(rj, rj-‘) = 
s 
If(t)l”dt and Qz(rj, & ‘) = 
s 
I.f(t)l”dt> 
0 ‘i +  / 
then the process X has a JCLT on anyjinite interval and its local time satisjies (4.2). 
Proof. Use Lemmas 2.3, 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 in Soltani (1992) and proceed as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.8. 0 
Example. Suppose either fi satisfies (4.3) and lim,,, x-~[~~(x)I > C > 0, orf2 satisfies 
(4.4) and lim+, + j x -flI~2(x)l > c > 0, where - 2-l < b < 1 - 2-l. Then (4.5) with 
p = 1 or 2 is satisfied and consequently, for any Q = [u, c] with v - u < min {E, S}, 
I(Q, 2m, q) < ~~~(~+~)K~~(2rn)!(v - u) Wl -(I +W’)[r(l + 2m(l + r?)/cc’)]-‘$ 
where r’ = a/(1 + x/I). 
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